PORTOFINO DUBBING GLAMOUR FESTIVAL 1st
e
ACTORSPOETRYFESTIVAL 8th
Press Release
Is online announcement to participate in Portofino Dubbing Glamour Festival, Spin-off di
ActorsPoetryFestival. the historic Festival, now in its 8th edition, an opportunity for actors and
performance's authors to obtain contracts of work. The announcement and rule page, from where you
can download the form is at: https://teatrogag.com/bando-iscrizioni-e-regolamento-di-portofinodubbing-glamour-festival-e-actorspoetryfestival/.
Five sections of the area are dedicated to the actors: live performance, dubbing, reading of audio
books, speaking and video acting. Portofino Dubbing Glamour Festival hold the Semifinals and Finals
of the Dubbing Section.. The prizes to be won are contracts with Warner Bros, SDI Media,
GOODmood, Editrice Zona, Teatro G.A.G., Ass. Il Gatto certosino and the prize for the Video acting
Section.
The Jury, composed by the Gotha of the national dubbing and internationally renowned actors will
see Giancarlo Giannini as president, with the collaboration of Annalaura Carano (Warner Bros
Entertainment), Christian Iansante (official voice of Bradley Cooper), Marco Mete (historic voice of
Daffy Duck, director of dubbing, actor), Haruhiko Yamanouchi (voice actor and actor speaker Spot
Suzuki), Ida Sansone (voice actor of Dolores Umbridge for Harry Potter, director of dubbing and
actress, Marco Checchi (Booker di SDI Media), Gerardo Di Cola (critic and award-winning dubbing
historian). Artistic director Daniela Capurro, present in the two juries.
At the table of jurors of ActorsPoetryFestival 8° edition there will be: Roberto Trovato (professor of
dramaturgy University of Genoa), Paola Ergi (owner GOODmood audiolibri), Rosa Elisa Giangoia
(president of the association Il Gatto certosino), Laura Garavaglia (poet, journalist, founder of the
festival international Europe in prose), Paolo Linetti (curator of the Museum of Oriental Art in
Brescia), Piero Cademartori (Publisher Zona). Prizes by Warner. The places chosen for the two
Festivals are confirmed as Palazzo Ducale, Museo Biblioteca dell'Attore of Genoa, Villa Piaggio, the
open space of Santa Margherita and Portofino.
The Program of the two events produced by Teatro GAG, also includes two exhibitions on dubbing
and its interpreters also on the Manga-Anime, prestigious workshops, comic gags by Alessandro
Bianchi, musical performances by Megumi Akanuma and Benedetto Spingardi Merialdi, speed date,
an open debate, book presentations and meetings with the public. The Registration form and the Rules
for participation can be downloaded from www.teatrogag.com. Participation is allowed to Italian and
foreign competitors. Reservations are open for speed date (free of charge) e for workshop with
Haruhiko Yamanouchi, Marco Mete, Ida Sansone, Rosa Elisa Giangoia, Paola Ergi e Paolo Linetti.
For all the shows free entry. Info mail: info@teatrogag.com.

